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Abstract 
A novel 6-DOF magnetic levitation (Maglev) system is 
proposed in this paper. In this system, both new structure 
and adaptive control algorithm are developed. Three objec- 
tives we attempt to achieve simultaneously include large 
moving range, accurate positioning, and fast response. 
Structurally, totally there are six permanent magnets (PMs) 
attached on the carrier, while six coils mounted on a fixed 
part. By analyzing the magnetic force characteristics be- 
tween permanent magnets and coils, the general model of 
this system with full DOFs is therefore derived and ana- 
lyzed. Then, due to the naturally unstable behavior and 
uncertainties of the Maglev systems, an adaptive controller 
is proposed to guarantee the stabilities of all DOFs both in 
regulation and tracking. From the experimental results, 
satisfactory good performances including stiffness and pre- 
cision have been demonstrated. 
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INTRODUCTION 
With the progress of the industrial technologies, high- 
precision positioning system plays an important role in 
various high-tech fields. To meet these challenging needs, 
more stringent manufacturing processes and advanced fab- 
rication equipments, therefore, should he developed. In 
traditional mechanical actuators, mostly the piezoelectric 
actuators [1][2] only handle the small moving range, the 
ball-screws [3][4] cause disturbances and backlash due to 
roughness of the bearing elements, and the linear motors 
have ripple effect in a motion stroke. It is generally be- 
lieved that magnetic levitation system not only achieves 
advantages that the previous two actuators possess but even 
overcome their shortcomings as well. 

Based on the design theories and experience for developing 
single-axis and dual-axis Maglev guiding systems [5][6], a 
new planar Maglev system is proposed in this paper. There 
are six PMs attached on the moving part so-called carrier, 
while six coils mounted on a fixed part. Three of these six 
coils are arranged in the bottom and mainly generate levi- 
tating forces as well as torques around X- and Y- axis. And 
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Figure 1. Conceptual configuration 

the three side-coils with rectangle shaped mainly produce 
lateral forces and torque around Z-axis as well. The con- 
ceptual configuration and photograph of this system are 
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. 

In this paper, fmt, the dynamic model with full DOFs is 
analyzed. Then, an adaptive controller which deals with 
unknown parameters is proposed to conlrol the carrier at 
the desired target point. To demonstrate the performance of 
the entire system, experimental results are provided for 
verification. The organization of this paper is as follows. 
The detailed description of the complete dynamics will be 
given in Section 2. And Section 3 concentrates on the sys- 
tem controller design. Section 4 is about the experimental 
results as well as some discussions. Finally, conclusions are 
given in Section 5 .  

Flgure 2. Photograph of the planar Maglev system 



MAGLEV SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODEUNG 
About this system, it can be regarded composed of six sub- 
systems. The upper three sub-systems and the lower three 
have different pairs of coil and PM. They are rectangular 
and cylindrical respectively. To model tbis system, the in- 
teractions between coil and PM become a very important 
issue. So in this section it begins with two approaches, 
which are introduced to model these interactions. And then 
this modeling result will be integrated to develop the gen- 
eral model of this system. 

Analysis of magnetic force characteristics 
First, we try to model the interactions fiom the analytic 
approach by utilizing several usgful fundamental theorems 
in electromagnetics. The force F and torque T exerted on 
a PM, which is exposed in an external magnetic field fi 
can be obtained fronl the Loren& force: 

(1) 

(2) 

# = (ri l  . V ) p o f i  

f = r i lX  (poH)  

where 6 denotes the dipole moment of the PM and po is 
the permeability of free space equal to 4nx lO-'70I/m). In 
this system it is assumed that each PM can be viewed as a 
single magnetic dipole moment with the direction perpen- 
dicular to its surface. So how to derive the magnetic field 
H becomes an important task in this research. 

From Biof-Smurr Lmv [7], the magnetic field a can be 
expressed as: 

where j is the current density, i '  is the: source coordinate, 
4 represents the observer coordinate, 5 . r  is a unit vector 
'L directed from i ' .  to r .  And h' is a tiny cube of the 
current source. 
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Figure 3. Spatial relations between current source dv' 
with coordinate 7 '  and arbitraly observer P wHh coor- 

dinate ?. 
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Figure 4. Specifications of (a) rectangular and (b) cylin- 
drical coil used in this system. 

The whole spatial relations are shown in Fig. 3. Many re- 
searches have been successfully done for estimating the 
magnetic field which is produced from coil by utilizing 
Eq.(3) and the skill of superposition integral. Mostly, those 
researches focus on cylindrical solenoid. However, due to 
the requirement of large traveling range, the shape of the 
three side-coils in this system is thus chosen as rectangle. 
In general, it is very difficult to model the magnetic field 
generated by rectangular coils. 

However, this analytic approach still provides some useful 
information. The first, fiom Eq.(3), the magnetic field fi is 
proportional to the current flawing into the coil. Second, 
fi varies with the change of PM's position relative to the 
coil. Recalling Eq.(l), it is not hard to find that the mag- 
netic force is also proportional to the coil's current and a 
function of PM's position. As a result, these behaviors can 
be written in mathematic form as shown below: 

- 
(4) 

where g is a function of PM's position and U denotes the 
current flowing into coil. Based on F.q.(4), the other ap- 
proach will be introduced in the following subsection. 

Measurement of magnetic force 
A simpler and even more accurate approach, direct meas- 
urement, is adopted here. In this research, a force detector 
is used to measure the force exerted on the PM in the coil's 
magnetic field. Tbe windings of two kinds of coils used in 
this system are made of copper with diameter equal to 0.65 
mm. And the other details are shown in Fig. 4, where both 
two origins of coordinate are located on the centers of these 
two kinds of coils respectively. 

First we consider the rectangular coil. Within our desired 
traveling range * 4mm, the magnetic force distributed on 
x- and z-axis is much smaller than it distributed on y-axis. 
So we only take care the force exerted along its y-axis and 
treat the force distributed in other axes as disturbance. 
Therefore, fiom Eq. (4), this magnetic force Fwc,y along its 
y-axis would be: 

F = Y ,  , 

( 5 )  Fm.y = g,&.YJ)% 
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REC. COIL FORCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Y-AXIS DISPLACEMENT (mm) 

Figure 5. Magnetic force along its y-axis in rectangular 
coil. 

where U,= is the current flowing @to rectangular coil. Then 
the magnetic force along its y-axis FrrCy in rectangular coil 
is measured. 

And this measured result is shown in Fig. 5 ,  where 'A' 
represents data on A m m ,  '0' represents data on x=2.5mm, 
'+' represents data on x=5mm, and the solid line is the 6th 
polynomial fit that will he mentioned later. From this result, 
it is not hard to discover that F"y with different displace- 
ments along x-axis are very close. In this result, the largest 
mismatch in this three data-line is even within 8%. 

Additionally,. in most Maglev system including o m ,  the 
carrier is usually levitated at a specific height. This implies 
that the PM's displacement in z-axis is very small and thus 
its influence on the force is limited. So for the reason of 
convenience and simplification, the force characteristics 
within the desired traveling range are regarded as identity, 
i.e. gm,&, y, z)  in Eq.(5) can be represented by g,&). 
Then a polynomial fit is used to approximate those meas- 
ured data. This fitting result is shown in Eq.(6) and plotted 
in Fig. 5. 

' _ ~ = ( ~ ~ + ~ + ~ ~ ~ + ~ + ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ ) u ~ ,  (6) 

where uc-1.954 x IO9, 0 ~ 4 . 3 9  x lo8, u4=-3.385 x IO', 
a3=l.l6xlOS, uz=-19338, u1=214.8, and a0=0.385. 

Similarly, the same method can be applied to cylindrical 
solenoid. And the result of its polynomial fit is shown he- 
low: 

(7) 
F,,. = (b4z4 + b,z' + b2z' +biz+ b,,)u,, , 

where b4=-4.87x106, bl=-6.522x105, b2=-33486; bl= 
-736.02, and bo= 4.166. 

Development of the overall model 
To develop the overall model of this system, the global 
coordinate is first defined. Its origin is just located on 
where the center of the carrier is operated nominally. This 

Figure 6. Carrier structure and force relation. (a) l o p  
view of the carrier. (b) Front view of the carrier. 

concept combining with the force relations are shown in 
Fig. 6. 

Then, some assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that 
the mutual effects hetween each subsystem are very small 
and can he ignored. The second, in our operations, the per- 
formance of carrier's translation is mainly concerned and 
its rotation is just regulated. 

That means the angular displacement of the carrier around 
each axis is very small. Due to these small angular dis- 
placements, it is assumed that the attitude around Z-axis 
will not be coupled with that around the other two axes. 
Due to the system's structure, the total forces and torques 
equations can he expressed as: 

where M=0.4l3kg, LJ=0.16m, L*.lm, L d . I Z m ,  and 
L d . 0 6 m .  

Initially, in upper sub-systems, each PM is located on 
y=pnc,o in the local coordinate of its facing rectangular coil 
while each PM in lower subsystems is located on Z ' P ~ ~  in 
the local coordinate of its facing cylindrical coil. In this 
system,p,,, is equal to 30mm, andp,l,o is -2Omm. 

Once the carrier undergoes a translation [X Y, ZIT and a 
rotation [ p, @, BIT, each relative position hetween PM and 
coil will he changed. Each relative displacement in its co- 
ordinate is then written as: 

YIA = P,,,+X+ 4 ( 1 - c "  
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yl, = P,<, ,+Y+ 4 (l-cose) 

y l c  = P,=,a+q(-~+~+ (z, , '+L:)~  sine 

zID = p+,a + z +  4 sin( 

ZIE = Po, ,o+z-  4 sin9 

ZIP = p&,Q+z+  J j j Z , ,  (sinp-sin() 
(9) 

Then, by substituting Eq.(9) into Eq.(6) and Eq.(7), the 
forces with the subscript of A-F in Eq. (8) can be obtained. 
From Newfon Euler 's Law, the dynamics of this system can 
be written as: 

C F ,  =M? 

C F , = M Y  

C F z = M ?  
. .  

E T x  =Zx@+(Zz-I,)@gZ,@ 

CT, = Z,$+ (Z, -Zz)@6 E Z,$ , 

CT, = I z 8  + (Z, - Z,)d (10) Zz8 

where Z, =0.000101kg-m2, Iw = 0.000101 kg-m', and Z, 
= 0.00032 kg-m*. So far, the overall model can be derived 
by combining Eq.(6-10). 

CONTROLLER DESIGN 
In order to simplify notations in the following derivations, 
the system's model can be written into the state-space form 
as: 

(11) 

where @ = diug[M M ht Z, Z,,, Z=] is the mass matrix, E 
= [X Y, 2, p, @, 6'f is error state variable , B(.) is a square 
matrix and invertible withim OUT operating range, U = tu,, 
U= UJ, U* U+ u6lT is control input, and W, denotes the un- 

m = B(E)U +w, 

certainty. 

Before the design of adaptive controller, we first linearize 
Eq.(ll) at operation point &=[O, 0, 0, 0, 0, Of with bias 
current Up[O, 0, 0, 1.326, 1.326, 1.68IT. Then the lin- 
earized equation is shown below: 

= BQU + W, 
where Bo is a constant matrix. Note that W, combining with 
the high order terms left out from linearization are aggre- 
gated into the term W,. 

Controller Design 
Rewrite the Eq.(12) 

(13) 
B;',E = U + B;W, = D,E = U+" 

Thus, a compact form of the overall system model is de- 
rived. Then, assume a sliding surface S, with the following 
form: 

(14) 
s = G ~ E  + G , E  

where GD, G.20. In this application, we try to regulate state 
error E to zero, which simultaneously regulates the deriva- 
tive of E to zero as well. Due to this reason, if the sliding 
surface,tends to zero within finite time can be proved, then 
E and E are also forced to zero exponentially. To relate the 
sliding surface to the dynamics of motion, we fmd out the 
time derivative of the sliding surface is: 

As described in the previous section, an adaptive controller 
is applied in this research, which is capable of estimating 
parameters of the system on-line while controllig the sys- 
tem simultaneously. Mer we have the estimates of system 
parameters, Eq.(15) with these estimates in the control 
command can be used. So, we substitute the estimates ac- 
quired from the on-line estimator and derive the following: 

U = ~ G , - ' ( - K G , ~ - K G , E - G , E ) - P - s ~ ~ ( s )  , (16) 

where 0 0 ,  and c are the estimated values of DB and ", 
respectively, and sa<.) is the saturation function defined as: 

1 S > &  

s o t ( S ) =  - If E L  s,-& 

(1'0 [,:I -1  S < - &  

Thus, substituting Eq.(16) into Eq.(13), we can obtain 

D.[G,'S+K(G,'S)] = j . 
+ D , ( - ~ G ~ - ' s - G , - ' G , E ) - ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) ,  (18) 

where the estimation errors are def ied as Da=Da-Dn and 
8 = V - c .  By applying appropriate gains K, GD and G,, we 
can accelerate the convergence and force them to zero in a 
shorter period of time. 

Stablllty Analysls 
In the previous section, we have derived the close-loop 
function in Eq.(18), which involves estimation errors. Now, 
with the help of estimator based on adaptive control theory, 
we then can derive the estimates, so that appropriate con- 
trol commands are also derived. 

We deiine a Lyapunovfunction candidate Y [8], which is a 
positive definite function: 

Y =,{[4(G,-'Sllr[4(G,'S)1 1 

+ fr[(fiB)rDBr;' (&)I +tr[(C)'DJ;'(C)]), (19) 
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where r," and rF' are all positive diagonal mamxes. First, 
the time derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function V 
can be found out as: 

t = [ D ~ ( G o ' S ) ] ' [ D ~ ( G ~ ' S ) ]  

+ .[(LjB )T DJ. ' (D8 )I+ tr[(q'D*r,' (t)] , (20) 

along the solution trajectory of S in Eq.(14). Then, it can be 
rearranged by means of Eq.(20) into the following: 

= - [D,(C,~'S)] ' [D,K(G,~'~]  - [ D ~ ( G ~ ' S ) ] ' [ D ~ G ~ ' s ~ f ( S ) ]  

+w[(LjB Dar;' (D8) 

t(Da)'De(C;'S)(-KG;'S - G;'G&] 
+nf(C)'DJ;'(t)+ (C)'DB(G;'S)] , 

Now, we derive adaptive laws as follows: 
. .  

Da = -D8 = ~ ~ ( G ~ ~ ' S ) ( - ~ G ~ ~ ' S - G ~ ~ ' G ~ ~ ) r ,  
. .  
i. = -C = r,(c;'s) 

If these equations hold, Eq.(20) will become 

-S'G;'D,'D,KG,-~S- KS  i o 
V = -S'G;'D/DBKGD'S -S'G; 'D~'D~G~'sar(S)  i 0 

s > E 

because GD.', Os and K are all positive diagonal matrices, 
thus they are commutable in deriving the inequality. And 
Eq.(23) also implies that the equilibrium D ~ = D ~  and V = $  

of the respective equations is uniformly bounded. Thus, by 
using Barbalar's Lemma [8] we establish that , 
S E &  andthat:IS(f)l+O, l l d , l l +  'and P1-O as f - - t m , '  

Due to zero convergence of S, it can be readily verified that 
E coverage to zero asymptotically. In other words, state 
variables and time derivatives all converge to zero eventu- 
ally, which is the goal of designing the controller for this 
system. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental hardware, including the main body, sen- 
sor ,system, driver system and controller hardware, will be 
described here. A number of experimental results, includ- 
ing the regulation, step test, and rotational tracking will 
also be provided in this section to demonstrate performance 
of this system with the controller presented in section 3. 

Experimental Hardware 
For the reason of avoiding the EMI effects and the re- 
quirement of long traveling range, an optical sensor is 
therefore chosen in this experiment. Its sampling fiequency 
is lokHz whereas the active range up to 8mm and resolu- 
tion of lOpm 

That means this sensor is fast enough and can cover all the 
traveling range in this application. The drivers are linear 
drivers designed to he servo drivers for DC motors. The 
current microcomputer is an IBM PC with Pentium-III 733 
MHz microprocessor inside. 

System performance 
Figure 7 shows the regulation response with initial position 
on X= -1mm. From the trajectories of state, one can see 
that the error signals converge to their steady states within 
about 0.5s. The final precision is made up lOpm in transla- 
tion, which is estimated to reach a limit of the sensor de- 
vice. Meanwhile, the response in Z-axis is shown in Fig. 8. 
One might find there is still a slight perturbation on Z-axis 
as the instant movement of the carrier on X-axis. Due to the 
successful design of controller, this positioning error con- 
verges to zero very soon. 

Figure 9 shows Imm step input control test. The repeatable 
accuracy is about 10pm with transient time within 0.5s. 
This test shows that this system can achieve the three ob- 
jectives involved in fast response, long traveling range, and 
precise positioning. Additionally, thought some assump- 
tions about the angular displacement have been made in the 
process of modeling, the tracking capability of rotation is 
quit satisfactory as shown in Fig. IO. 

From the experimental process, the adaptive controller, 
which can on-line perform system identification implicitly 
or explicitly while tuning the controller gains to guarantee 
the stability of the closed- loop system. 

CONCLUSION 
In th is  paper, we designed a precision Maglev system for 
large moving range. The dynamics of the Maglev system 
has been thoroughly analyzed and then a complete model 
also bas been derived. The system is treated as a MIMO 
system, and an adaptive controller has been designed here 
and implemented using a microcomputer. By experimenta- 
tion, excellent performance indices have been observed 
which ascertain that the three objectives were successfully 
achieved, large traveling range, precision positioning, and 
fast response are achieved. 
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Figure 7. Regulation response on X-axis. 
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Figure 8. Regulation response on Z-axis. 
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Figure 9. Step response on X-axis. 
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Figure 10. Rotation experiment around Z-axis. 
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